second HalF

Eleanor Bursey // Dairy Correspondent

t is little known that cheese is a
key ingredient in heroin and that
its inventor was a cow that died
suddenly in a cave. i recently conducted an
experiment involving two common rural
foodstuffs: somerset Brie and Ketamine. not
every cheese/drug cocktail is as successful as
stilton and port so this should be minded at
dinner parties.
Dinner parties came about in the Dark
Ages, that time in history just after the
invention of rudimentary weaponry and
just before the invention of manners. Folks
wore sacks and had boils, drank wee and
ate gravel. But the biggest problem with
this particular era was boredom, due to
there not being much to do except revel in
manure or thump someone. Dinner parties
are thusly the least civilized social practice
that survives in the countryside today. The
most civilized practices are running through
thatched villages carrying burning tar-barrels
and chasing a cheese down a steep hill.
The first dinner party was thrown on a pile
of dung, lit by burning literature and hosted
by a syphilitic bishop for the benefit of God
(who had just moved to the area). The main
course was roasted witch.
If you find yourself invited to one, firstly,
try to get yourself out of it. Threaten their
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mothers, attempt suicide, and
list your STI’s (especially those
transmittable to livestock). If they
insist, then upon arrival, take anything you
wish to keep out of your coat pockets and
swallow it before giving your coat to your
host.
At no point during the evening should you
smile; bared teeth suggest to a countryman
that you might bite sheep and you will be
shot on sight. Topics for conversation can
include: the weather, drinking and killing
things; especially foxes, badgers and any
other fluffy characters you might find in
children’s literature. Topics cannot include:
news/current affairs (besides that which
occurs within an hour’s journey by mule
from your host’s location), witchcraft or
liking things as they are now.
You will certainly be offered a canapé of
some sort. This is not to be taken as it is in
the city, that is, ‘orally’.
When the time comes to be seated it is
customary to break up couples, and to
remarry whom or what is seated to your
left. This tradition is referred to as the nagswap, however, after a plague, or if you have
accidentally beaten your spouse to death, an
animal or useful tool may be substituted. So
developed that old adage ‘I married a hoe’.
The first course is usually a soup. Soup
is a classic country dish, runny in texture,
made from stuff, and the best place to hide
your enemies. Country table manners are
charmingly unrefined, with only one taboo:
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Don’t chew… chewing wastes valuable
time. During the frenzy you may wish to
make use of a servant as a foot-stool, nut
cracker or spittoon. The best servants in the
grandest household can perform all three
tasks at once whilst applying ointment to
your gout as you wait for the cheese course
to arrive.
Cheese-making is considered a healthy
masculine sport amongst landowners who
will churn the milk whilst it is still in the
animal by wrestling the beast, taking it by
the hind legs and spinning it round the field
for several hours. It is a relatively dangerous
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activity and depending on field conditions
the cattle can become slippery and often
fly out of the grip of the spinner and flatten
crowds of spectators. One of these ‘fumbles’
is probably what you ate for the main
course.
In rural England, ‘cheese-dreams’, like glue
sniffing, are considered a high form of
entertainment. You can expect the same
results as any other substance abuse: to
wake up with a nagging sense of shame in
bed with a rake.
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Strawberry Jam is firstly a preserve, secondly
a spread and thirdly a filling. This is no natural
history, review or criticism of Strawberry Jam;
Jam is not the kind of topic to lend itself to
essay writing.
us begin with the Strawberry.
L etStrawberries
are green before they

are red, is this relevant? No.

Have you ever sniffed the holes in the
plastic box containing strawberries in the
supermarket? Yes you have.
Strawberry; it’s the fruit you hope you’d
be. You thought it was a peach but then
you remembered the itchy fur on your lip,
the bruises and the hidden mould in the
stone. Peaches are a disappointment, they
are the promise of handwritten letters and
the delivery of takeaway menus. Don’t ever
think about peaches again, the bastards.
I’m not going to list all the incredible things
strawberries have done for you, you are
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already thinking of about a thousand of
them right now. Right now you’re associating
them with the better episodes of your
childhood, the parts when mum and dad
got on and you all had a nice holiday in a
musty caravan. Now you’re thinking about
country roads with laybys full of the things
arranged in cardboard punnets, you stopped
the car and bought some for your lover,
they had sex with you later that day, do you
know for certain that it was unrelated? You
love strawberries, you owe strawberries,
don’t fight it, by the end of this sentence you
may already by crying floods of tears for joy
or sorrow in the name of strawberries.
Now pull yourself together.
Foreigners don’t get them. Not like we do.
Don’t tense up, this is the one subject on
which it’s okay to be racist. They come over
here, eating our strawberries, you fucking
hate it, don’t lie, you’re livid.
Now we’ve established the role of the
strawberry with regards jam, you will have a
deeper understanding of life.
Strawberry jam; It’s your favourite, if you say
it isn’t, you’ve got no friends; this is not a
coincidence.
When fed to laboratory rats, scientists didn’t
notice any difference in their behaviour,
this is because the scientists were not fed
strawberry jam. In fact, the rats were having
a scientifically, much better time than before.
This is why scientists are a waste of time
and money that should be spent making
strawberry jam. Not that I am suggesting
scientists should make jam; it would be shit.
Grannies make strawberry jam, grannies
clad in home crocheted shawls and
sheepskin slippers, not grannies in two piece
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cardigan sets and pearls from John Lewis,
these grannies have sacrificed the art of
fruit preservation for the art of image
preservation.

“These are not facts, this
is just what you happen
to be reading...”
Remember World War II? No you don’t,
you’re not that old, but you’ve heard some
stuff about it, atmospheric stuff, involving
rotary planes, digging fields and hating
other nations; you feel like you remember
it.
People in Britain used to be nice to each
other, even in cities, even up north. Women
worked in the strawberry fields and
Grannies made the strawberry jam. The
women sent the strawberry jam to the
front line, soldiers died with sticky fingers
and seeds still stuck in their teeth, but they
died happy. These are not facts, this is just
what you happen to be reading, it’s not the
label on a jar of Strawberry Jam; the best
jars don’t have labels.

the time I get to the strawberry jam I’ll
fucking kill you.
Grass, take hold of grass and smell it
with your face, it’s like you’ve sniffed
your absent soul back into your body.
Now you’ve got your soul back, you’re
fucking starving, you’ve got scones,
you’ve got clotted cream. What would
happen if you didn’t have strawberry
jam? You’d kick off, you’d rant and rave
and throw the creamy scone at nature.
Your soul would get the fuck out of
you and back into the grass.
This is no natural history, review or
criticism of strawberry jam. I’m not
suggesting an epiphany is taking place
within you, I’m frankly surprised you’ve
read this far; it’s not often you find a
reader with an appreciation for what is
truly important literature.
The Bible mentions strawberry jam,
I won’t say where, you can find it
your-bloody-self. You don’t know the
purpose of your life, you’ve wondered
about it, you’ve tried to believe in God
but it’s far-fetched, all you can grasp is
that something spiritual exists and it
basically boils down to strawberry jam.

Picnics. There, I said it. Picnics are a
reason for living, there aren’t
many.
Wasps; kill them all, kill them
with your newspapers, kill
them with your badminton
rackets, kill them with your
bare hands if you have to.
I don’t care how you do it
but if they’re not all dead by
May 2011 | www.stalkingelk.co.uk
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CIDER DRINKING
Eleanor Bursey
// Countryside Correspondent

I lost my virginity under a hay trailer with the
son of one of the archaeologists from Time
Team; that was starfucking in Norfolk.
remember his name - think it was
C an’t
a variety of tree, Ash or Rowan or

something… big hair, very stoned, famous
pottery-brushing dad. That was at a barn
dance, not in a barn like you lot have in
the Cotswolds - there’s nothing tastefully
converted about it, no architect designed
‘spaces’, it’s a fucking barn, it smells like shit
and that’s because it’s full of shit; which you
dance about in. Then you sleep in it, so bring
a blanket and a bin bag, though you won’t
be able to find them later, because boz-eyed
Jim’ll be wearing them and scaring the living
piss out of lone drivers by pretending to be
a scarecrow come to life.
What’s to drink? Absinthe’s all very well if
you haven’t already seen the devil riding a
Combine in your mum’s Sunday dress, but
you can’t expect to get properly wasted
without shed-cider. You’ll know good shed
cider if it’s so cloudy you can’t see light
through it, it has a firm scum and tastes
like the bottom of a rabbit cage soaked in
battery acid. If it’s a good party you’ll reach
the bottom of the barrel where you’ll find
two rats and a blackbird pickled in the
bottom. These will be flung at favoured
females as tokens of affection.
First jar of shed-cider you’ll drink in the
sheep field about five o’clock while the
speakers are still being set up. First jar can
make you a bit paranoid, but that’ll usually
wear off. What do you think you know
about sheep? Well you can forget everything
you think you know about sheep, they know
more about you than you know about them.
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They’re everywhere round here so lower
your voice… You’d know these things if you
grew up in Norfolk and your brothers and
sisters are also cousins. It takes a certain
genealogy to understand the livestock.
People are arriving dressed as crack-whores
and tramps; it’s not fancy dress.
Second jar of shed-cider and you’ll think you
can fly. There are stacks of hay bales for just
this reason and throwing yourself from the
ceiling of the barn will culminate only in a
bruised rib and a bad rash.
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Moose News
University of Life to
charge £9000/yr
educational establishment,
P opular
The University of Life, has

made the decision to charge top
up fees of £9000 a year starting in
September. Average Joe, principle at
the UoL says they have been forced
to charge students after Cameron’s
Conservative led coalition pulled
out 80% of the funding from their
budget. “We can’t teach Market
Training no more,” says Joe, “used
to be our favourite subject. Home
economics, once the cornerstone of
our University, has been reduced to
one hour a week.”

Third jar: Sam Mills dives into the stream
thinking he is a fish and can only be got
out with bread crumbs and a lasso.
Fourth jar: Becky Payne thinks she’s been
raped by a bull and is pregnant.

Students from the University of Life
are also facing terrible job prospects
once they graduate. With all the
jobs going to people with work
experience, it appears to many that
pissing about at home or joining
UoL’s travel to Thailand programme
is just a waste of time. Mary Jane,
who graduated in 2007 with a 1st
in Socialising said, “paying fees for
the University of Life is ridiculous,
I’ve ended up in huge debt from my
course material costs alone.”

Fifth jar: Dancing.
Sixth jar: A pickled rat in the back of the
head and I’m anyone’s.
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YE OLDE bolthole (or bumhole )
Eleanor Bursey // Countryside Correspondent

Y

ou. Yeah, you. The
second home-owner
with the face and body.
This is for you.
It has long been
debated whether 2nd
home owners offer
a weekend boost
to local economies
or are the single
cause of the spread
of HIV in rural
areas. Either way,
the purchase of a
superfluous home
generally arouses
loathing amongst
the country peasants,
who live in ditches
and believe you killed
all their bees with your
mobile phones. In addition
to death-threats from the
local community, it is also worth
remembering that good caviar is
not easily sourced, iPhone reception can
be intermittent and birds sing at the break
of day.
Is this an atmosphere you feel you can
relax in? Bearing in mind that the average
journey time from central London to the
countryside is 46 hours, and one week
during bank holidays.
Once you have reached the countryside,
there will be a huge amount of choice in
property due to a surge in deaths resulting
from the foreign germs you have brought
with you from the city. A good country
home can be identified by its four walls
made out of straw and poo, designed to
keep the pigs out of your bed, and should
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preferably also have some kind
of lid or ‘roof ’ to keep the
birds off your grain. Special
consideration needs to be
given to any medieval
covenants attached to
a dwelling, conditions
of ownership can
include being obliged
to grow huge
quantities of turnips
or having your
daughters sullied by
the nearest Lord.
A detached,
secluded property
seems obviously
preferable for privacy,
however, in the dead
of night when the
gypsies come robbing,
it can be useful to have a
neighbour that knows his
way around a shotgun and
who has a dog that can do
more than fit into a handbag.
Once you have purchased your 2nd home
for at least double the local asking price, you
need to decorate it suitably. For this you will
need heritage paint colours such as ‘antique
moths’, ‘grannies fannies’ and ‘moist labrador’.
Accessorise with enamelled buckets printed
in a heritage font with the words ‘ruggedly
picked rustic oysters’ or ‘freshly gathered
forest wood sticks’ or ‘I’m a city knob-end.’
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